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A wonderful story about the circle of life, created
by using a special stamp technique.
The beautiful new book by Marcus Pfister, Swiss author of the
international bestseller "The Rainbow Fish" and winner of the
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When the flower loses all its petals and the snow covers the earth Lisa
from alligator to zebra – allowing little listeners to guess the name of
is very sad. But then, in spring, she makes a surprising discovery ...
each.
A wonderful story about the circle of life, created
by using a special stamp technique.
A colorful alphabet book by Marcus Pfister, creator of the Rainbow

Fish.
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Children‘s Books

Questions, Questions

By Marcus Pfister

»How do the birds learn to sing? What brings the summer
after spring?« Things around us raise so many questions.
In this book, every question has its own picture, where not
only birds, butterflies and flowers can be discovered, but
also a big blue whale and a wonderful green dinosaur.
The breathtaking pictures in marvellously bright colours are created
by using a special stamp technique. A visually stunning book!
The anniversary book (50th book) by the author of
the world bestselling Rainbow Fish series.
Age 3 to 8
32 pages, Hardcover
29.7 x 21.3 cm

With glittering foil!
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Marcus Pfister

The Moon Raven

By Marcus Pfister

The story of a little raven who dares to go where no raven has
gone before, he heads off for the moon. Never mind how small
you might be, you can achieve anything if you just want to.

A new book by the author of the best-selling
Rainbow Fish series!

Age 3 and older Ὶ 32 pages Ὶ 21.5 x 28 cm
Hardcover Ὶ With glittering foil
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Marcus Pfister

Lisa’s Poppy

By Marcus Pfister

Lisa discovers a beautiful poppy and visits her new friend everyday.
When the flower loses all its petals and the snow covers the earth Lisa
is very sad. But then, in spring, she makes a surprising discovery ...
A wonderful story about the circle of life, created
by using a special stamp technique.

Age 3 to 8
32 pages, Hardcover
21.5 x 28 cm
www.booksandrights.com
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Lisa’s Poppy
Everything
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By Marcus Pfister

The story of a little raven who dares to go where no raven has
gone before, he heads off for the moon. Never mind how small
you might be, you can achieve anything if you just want to.

By Marcus Pfister
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The story of a little raven who dares to go where no raven has
gone before, he heads off for the moon. Never mind how small
you might be, you can achieve anything if you just want to.
By Marcus Pfister

A new book by the author of the best-selling
Rainbow Fish series!
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New hilarious board book by the author of the Rainbow Fish series.
A wonderful story about the circle of life, created
by using a special stamp technique.
Age 3 – 5
12 pages, hard cover
Age 3 and older Ὶ 32 pages Ὶ 21.5 x 28 cm
20 x 21 cm
Hardcover Ὶ With glittering foil
Age 3 to 8
32 pages, Hardcover
21.5 x 28 cm
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Marcus Pfister

Filu In The Snow

By Marcus Pfister

Filu, a cute little dog, has to stay at home alone. But since it is
snowing outside and Filu is a curious little dog, he soon manages
to get out of the house. While playing with snowflakes and
chasing a rabbit, he departs more and more from his home
and gets lost in the woods. A friendly man takes the little
dog to the Christmas market. Just at the moment when Filu
misses his people very badly, he hears a familiar voice …
A beautiful story about adventure, charity and
the importance of having a home.
Age 3 to 8
32 pages
21.5 x 28 cm
www.booksandrights.com

It’s bedtime, Nils!

by Marcus Pfister
The day is over, and Nils is supposed to go to bed. But he doesn’t want to.
He wants to play with his toys or better still: with his Dad. A long evening
is about to begin ...
A funny and playful story about a situation
many of us know from their own experience.

Age: 3 – 6
21.5 X 25.8
32 pages
books&rights

Bertie: Just Like Daddy!

By Marcus Pfister

In this delightful tale Bertie and his father are involved in the routine daily
activities of any family. Bertie wants to be just like his daddy. When Bertie's
daddy begins the day with coffee and a newspaper, Bertie also wants to have
coffee and read the newspaper. When Bertie's dad is shaving, Bertie wants to
shave too, and later at nap time Bertie doesn't want to sleep, he wants to stay up
just like daddy does. The father patiently responds to each of Bertie's requests
by saying, "when you're older" or "when you're bigger", each time providing
Bertie with small ways he can participate and feel accomplished.

Age 3-6
32 pages
21.5 X 25.8 cm
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On his birthday, Bertie invites all his friends. Of course something is going to
A new book by the author of the best-selling
happen! If only Daddy could find again Bertie's birthday present ...
Rainbow Fish series!

Age: 3 - 6
21.5 X 25.8 cm
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Hardcover Ὶ With glittering foil
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The Friendly Monsters

by Marcus Pfister

Is there really a monster hiding on the hill? In the closet? Under the bed?
Beneath the cellar stairs? Come see for yourself in this surprising,
and surprisingly reassuring, pop-up book by the creator of the world-famous
Rainbow Fish series.

Age 3-6
Pop-up book, hard cover

books&rights

Charly in the Zoo

By Marcus Pfister

Charly is a loveable little duck. He is very curious, and enjoys
imitating others. In the zoo, he watches the hippopotamus, the chamelion,
the orangutan, sea lions and black bears very closely, and does his best
to imitate them. With Charly, children learn many interesting and funny
things about the animal world.
A beautifully illustrated book by the author of the world bestselling
„Rainbow Fish“ series.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 28 cm
Rights sold to Japan, USA, France, Italy, The Netherlands, Korea and
Slovenia
book&rights

Holey Moley

by Marcus Pfister

Which is better: digging holes or building hills? The two moles cannot find an
agreement on this question, and after a big fight they decide to go separate ways. But
when they, out of a pure curiosity, decide to take a look what the other one has done,
there is a big surprise waiting for them ...
A funny and wise story by the author of the world bestselling Rainbow Fish series.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
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The Rainbow Fish

By Marcus Pfister

The Rainbow Fish is an international bestseller and a modern classic.
The delightful tale about a fish who learns how to make friends by sharing
his most prized possessions gives the book its lasting value.

Age 3 - 8
32 pages, hard cover
28 X 21.5 cm
book&rights

Rainbow Fish and the
Big Blue Whale

Marcus Pfister

The hero of the award-winning international bestseller
The Rainbow Fish returns in an exciting new adventure. This time
he and his friends cross paths with a big blue whale. Because of
the whale’s size the little fish are suspicious and assume
he is up to no good ...

Age 3 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
28 X 21.5 cm
book&rights

Rainbow Fish To The Rescue!

By Marcus Pfister

When Rainbow Fish and his friends exclude a little striped fish from their
game of flash tag simply because he doesn't have a flashing scale, Rainbow Fish
wants to help. Unfortunately, he's afraid that he'll lose his friends if he goes
against the flow. It takes a threatening shark for Rainbow Fish to rally his friends
to the rescue and for the fish to accept the newcomer

Age 3 - 8
32 pages, hard cover
28 X 21.5 cm

book&rights

Rainbow Fish Finds His Way

By Marcus Pfister
Marcus Pfister’s award-winning Rainbow Fish is back – in a brand-new
adventure! This time, Rainbow Fish gets lost in an undersea storm
and has to find his way back home. Luckily, with the help of some new
friends, it isn’t long before Rainbow Fish is reunited with his glittering
school of fish.

Age 3 - 8
32 pages,
28 X 21.5 cm

Rainbow Fish and the Sea
Monster Cave

By Marcus Pfister

The glittering hero of the award-winning international best-sellers,
The Rainbow Fish, Rainbow Fish to the Rescue!, and Rainbow Fish
and the Big Blue Whale, returns. This time, in order to find healing algae
for the ailing bumpy-backed fish, Rainbow Fish rashly volunteers to
brave the dreaded Sea Monsters’ Cave—the most dangerous place in
the ocean. Warned by his friends about the dreadful denizens of
the deep—the rock monsters, the five-eyed globe fish, and the horrible
creature with a thousand arms — Rainbow Fish, accompanied by the little
blue fish, musters all his courage and sets out on the perilous quest.
Age 3 – 7
32 pages
21.5 X 28.7 cm

Rainbow Fish Discovers the Deep Sea

By Marcus Pfister

The award winning Rainbow Fish is back in a brand-new adventure
that is sure to please his millions of fans around the world.
When an underwater current sweeps away his last sparkling scale,
Rainbow Fish must brave the deepest waters to find it. What he also
finds are the wonders of the deep sea and some amazing new friends.

Age 3 – 8
32 pages
21.5 X 28 cm
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Sleep Well, Little Rainbow Fish

Lisa’s Poppy

Marcus Pfister Schlaf gut, kleiner Regenbogenfisch

Marcus Pfister

nn heute einfach nicht einschlafen.
Liebevoll verspricht sie dem
assen – ganz egal, ob er sich in der
t oder einen schlimmen Traum
egenbogenfisch schon friedlich ein ...

By Marcus Pfister

en Sie unter: www.marcuspfister.ch

ISBN 978-3-314-10083-3
3!(D) 13,80

www.nord-sued.com
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A wonderful story about the circle of life, created
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The Rainbow Fish Learns
the Alphabet

By Marcus Pfister

The Rainbow Fish has brought together the whole alphabet and explains it
to the children using rhymes and puns.

Age 3 - 8
22 pages, hard cover
20.5 X 20.5 cm
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Milo and the Magical Stones
A story with two endings

By Marcus Pfister

On a small island in the middle of the sea, the mouse Milo makes a discovery:
a magic, glowing stone hidden in a deep crevice.
How will this discovery change the lives of Milo and the other mice? Will it bring
delight or desaster? The reader must decide. Halfway through the story, the book
splits into two sections, each offering a different ending.

Age 3 - 9
32 pages, hard cover
34 X 22.4 cm
book&rights

Milo and the Mysterious Island
A story with two endings

By Marcus Pfister

Milo the Mouse is bored and restless. He longs to see what lies over
the horizon. Milo shares his dream with the other cliff mice. They join
forces to build a raft and – with their glittering magical stones to light
their way – set sail in search of the mysterious island.

Age 3 - 9
32 pages, hard cover
34 X 22.4 cm
book&rights

The Magic Book

By Marcus Pfister

An ingeniously-folded concertina book which opens and closes
in different ways to reveal new pictures and spells.
While searching her magic book for a spell to conjure a dragon,
a young wizard discovers that she, like the reader, can find magical
creatures and bits of spells by folding the book different ways.

Age 4-9
28 pages, hard cover
29 x 15 cm

Penguin Pete, Ahoy

by Marcus Pfister

Penguin Pete discovers an old ship. Being a curious penguin, he climbs up
to the deck. All of a sudden he realizes that he is not the only one on the
ship ...
A funny adventure and a new book in one of the most successful series by
the author of the world famous Rainbow Fish.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
22.5 X 24 cm

book&rights

Penguin Pete and Little Tim

by Marcus Pfister

In another delightful episode in the Penguin Pete series, papa Pete takes Tim
out for a fun-filled winter adventure. This endearing father-and-son team will
warm a child’s heart on the coldest winter day.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
22.5 X 24 cm
book&rights

The Happy Hedgehog

By Marcus Pfister

All the creatures Mikko, the little hedgehog, meets are very busy
and very ambitious, working hard to becom the fastest, the cleverest,
or the strongest. Mikko tries to do the same as the others, although
they don’t seem to be enjoying life at all.
Marcus Pfister, award winning author of the famous Rainbow Fish series
introduces a character who shows us there is more to life than trying to
be „the best“.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
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The Sleepy Owl

by Marcus Pfister

At night Little Owl wakes up too late to play with the other owls, and by day
she is too tired to play with her new friend, Tom. But Tom has some clever ideas
that will bring new playmates for both of them.

Age 3-8
32 pages, hard cover
22 X 24 cm

book&rights

The Christmas Star

By Marcus Pfister
Follow the shining star as it guides shepherds, kings and all the animals
of the forest to the stable where the Holy Child lies. This glittering
Nativity story, by the creator of The Rainbow Fish, is a perfect gift for
the entire family to share.

Age 3-8
32 pages
21.5 X 28.7 cm

Just the Way You Are

by Marcus Pfister

Rainbow Fish creator Marcus Pfister has crafted a novel ode to selfacceptance. Throughout, die-cut pages picture animals envious of other
animals: Lion would like to have Toucan's beak, Toucan would like
to be as big and strong as Elephant. But in the end, the animals accept
their individual qualities.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
book&rights

Dazzle, the Dinosaur

by Marcus Pfister

With his beautiful glittering spines, Dazzle is the most spectacular dinosaur ever.
When he and his friend Maia set out on an adventure, they meet the terrible
Dragonsaurus! Will Dazzle’s shining spines save the day?
A delightful story of friendship and bravery, by the author of the world famous
Rainbow Fish series.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
book&rights

How Leo Learned To Be King

By Marcus Pfister

Leo the lion is king of the jungle, but his subjects think he's a lazy ruler
and depose him. A dejected Leo skulks around to see whether any of the
animals miss him - they don't - but now that he is close to the other
animals, Leo is able to help them when the need arises. Predictably, the
animals like the new, improved Leo and ask him to return to his throne.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
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Sun and Moon

By Marcus Pfister

„I’m lonely“, says the Sun to the Earth „I haven’t got a friend, and that
makes me sad.“
The Moon, too, feels lonely. But as much as he wishes to meet the Sun
and to become friends, they never manage to get together.
But then, on a very special day ...
A beautiful story about an impossible friendship that surprisingly
became true.

Age 4 – 8
32 pages, hard cover
21.5 X 27.8 cm
book&rights

